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Some standout move-ments from
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found in the variation, and could imagine adding further
virtuoso doubles to follow.

Volume 4, devoted to the music of Hotman, is almost
exclusively in D minor apart from the final movement, the
boutade, which is in G minor. Like the Dubuisson, the pieces
by Hotman are on the simpler side, and would benefit from
some extemporaneous embellishment. Güntersberg wisely
added a second, longer version to the ballet [97] from a
tablature source in Kassel (D-Kl 4" Ms. Mus. 108.3). I did
find the variant ballet [97A] quite charming, if not as much
of a crowd pleaser as Marais's Grand BaILet.
absence of a continuo part and lacking extensive
chordal writing, many of the pieces in this collection sound
a bit empty. Nevertheless, there are rich veins to be mined
here. I found myself particularly drawn to several of the
items by Young (Volume 5), which exhibit somewhat more
inspiration and variety tl-ran those of the earlier volumes. I
fbund his writing be the most satisfi/ing of the lot. It has a
sense of completeness often missing in the pieces from the
previous volumes. The clescending improvisatory cascade
that begins the Aminor prelude [127] immediately caught
my attention as a uniqucly Italianate gesturc, endearingly out
of place in this manuscript. This dramatic prelude brings to
mind the ricercars of Domenico Gabrielli, likely familiar to
cellists. The harmonic scope of the movement is also quite
sffiking, cadencing in B major a tl-rird of the way through and
traversing several circle-of-fifth progressions over the course
of a relatively short movement. The A-minor sarabande [129]
also stands out for its particularly sublime character.

In the

hold up well over time and
remain a solid, reasonably priced option. However, the
Güntersberg books are generally more attractive, on nicer
paper with cleancr printing. They benefit from interr,'ening
improvements to computer music engraving; Their spacing
is bctter balanced on the page, improving readability and
avoiding a small number of mid-movement page turns that
occur in the older editions. Thanks to the modernized
accidental usage and simplified clcfs, reading through
the solo works presented in this edition is a pleasant and
Dovehouse's earlier editions

enjoyable experience.

The past year has no doubt afforded time to explore the
deep rich solo repertoire available to us as violists. This
edition of the Cracow Manuscript allows us to comfortably
peruse a fascinating profusion of solo works. Though not all
masterpieces, some are certainly gems worthy of the concert
stage, as well as movemcnts accessible to the intermediate
student. While the selections by Young impressed me most,
there are several selections from all three of these r''olumes I
plan to revisit in the future.
Stephen Moran
Oakland, California
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